
87,000+
LISTED SHOPS
We will help you to find online stores that sell products you
are looking for. Without search engine clutter.

https://buybutwhere.com/
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Our company is registered in Germany,
but we cooperate with all countries.

We have extensive experience in
marketing and a professional team.

ABOUT US

BuyButWhere is a modern international
search engine with content elements

(articles and personal advertisers'
pages).

PARTNER TYPE COMPANY

Users from all over the world who
search for and purchase goods or

services on the Internet, regardless of
age, gender, or location.

TARGET AUDIENCE

We work with all directions, but the
primary category is shopping.

VERTICALS
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STATISTICS

*Statistical data indicated at the time of creation of the presentation



SITE STRUCTURE 
We have a minimalistic banner in the header of the site  for
large advertisers who work in many countries of the world.
Search line. Keyword search is performed.
Ability to select a country (247 countries) and language (13
main languages).
The function of mixing advertisers in the search results.
Everyone can be at the top of the list. This increased the
traffic of many advertisers and the number of regular users.
We add a logo, title and description for each advertiser.

  *The next slide clearly presents the information with specific
examples.



Ability change language
and country

Enter any keyword and find
related stores

Big yellow card for:
1. Fixed placement (always in TOP position)
2. Randomly selected advertiser (each can be
seen by the user). Standard advertiser card. Less

noticeable than a large yellow card.

An exclusive banner visible to
all users on the site.



We attract visitors to our website
through DSPs and native ad networks.  

* We do not use Brand Bidding, SEM, vouchers, coupon codes in our activities!

By cl icking on a logo,  users wi l l  be
seamlessly directed to the respective
store,  showcasing the featured
products.

Users wi l l  arr ive at our site after
cl icking on ads from these sources,
where they wi l l  be presented with store
logos,  t it les and descriptions.



We use two types of advertising: display advertising
(banner ads) and SEO advertising (specific
keywords). But we do not use advertisers' creatives.
All our creatives are drawn by us taking into DMP data
(what users are looking for, what product was put in
the cart, etc.). 

We place great emphasis on behavioral analytics. And
then we purposefully attract the user. It is also
necessary to clarify that our banners are not created
for a specific advertiser, but may suit many of our
advertisers.

https://buybutwhere.com/images/banners/fd/furnishing-and-decor-DE-5.jpeg
https://buybutwhere.com/images/banners/watersports/watersports-swim_accessories.jpeg


Since the buybutwhere.com is an international search engine, our system itself determines
where the transition came from, from which country, language and for which keyword. We have

millions of keywords in different languages associated with websites. Thus, on our site there
will be exactly the issuance on request that suits the user from his country and browser

language. We have a black list where we add all the words that cannot be used. And You can
send your list of keywords and we will be happy to add it.

AI systems

Keyword   
Providers

Our keyword aggregator collects relevant
advertiser keywords. Our keyword
providers: Ubersuggest, hrefs, SEMrush.
Keywords are imported to our DMP. 

Manually

The use of AI systems for keyword
collection offers efficiency, precision, and
scalability in data analysis and decision-

making processes.
Our managers tailor keyword searches based
on specific criteria, industry knowledge, and
evolving trends, allowing for a more
customized and targeted approach to
keyword collection.

https://buybutwhere.com/


Articles
Free for advertisers with a

minimum turnover of 10,000 EUR

Fixed 
placement

Only paid and 
individually

Logo + Title + Description
Basic information for all advertisers

Personal advertiser’s page
Free for Kelkoo advertisers or with a minimum

turnover of 1,000 EUR

100%

1%

10%

25%

Our platform offers a comprehensive array of service
options designed to cater to the diverse needs of our clients.
From customizable advertising campaigns to tailored
marketing solutions, we strive to provide a wide range of
services to address various business objectives and goals.

Our team actively seeks out opportunities to innovate and
optimize our service delivery processes, ensuring that we
deliver the highest level of value and effectiveness to our
clients. By staying agile and adaptable, we aim to provide
cutting-edge solutions that empower businesses to achieve
their growth and success objectives.



The creation of personal advertiser’s pages involves crafting
customized online profiles tailored to showcase products or
services. These pages typically highlight key information
such as logo, detailed description, images, video and
sometimes there can be product feeds. By personalizing
these pages, we can effectively engage with target
audience, build brand credibility, and drive conversions.
Additionally, personal pages allow us to track user
interactions and gather valuable insights to refine marketing
strategies.

As mentioned earlier this opportunity is free for Kelkoo
advertisers or with a minimum turnover of 1,000 EUR.

But we can create a personal advertiser’s page with a
detailed description in different languages for other
advertisers in exchange for a commission increase.

Example: 
https://buybutwhere.com/site/booking.com

https://buybutwhere.com/site/booking.com
https://buybutwhere.com/site/booking.com


We noted an increase in traffic to
advertisers websites by 50% after
creating personal pages for
advertisers and articles.

Also, the number of regular visitors to
our website increased by 30%.

Our work is also underway to supplement personal advertiser’s
page with articles.

This opportunity is free only for advertisers with a minimum
turnover of 10,000 EUR.

Review Article

https://buybutwhere.com/site/booking.com/en-us/tips-and-tricks-for-picking-the-right-hotel-for-your-stay
https://buybutwhere.com/site/booking.com/en-us/tips-and-tricks-for-picking-the-right-hotel-for-your-stay


On our website you can see two variants for product feeds.
The first variant is found in search results using keywords.
Currently, only product feeds from the Kelkoo and S24
networks are used there.

The second variant for product feeds is used to
complement personal advertiser’s pages. Here we use
product feeds from the Kelkoo network only.

Therefore, if you cooperate with these networks, we can add
product feeds to you. Unfortunately, this is not possible for
other affiliate networks at the moment, but we are working
on implementation of this now.

Example:
https://buybutwhere.com/site/arredaremoderno.com

https://buybutwhere.com/site/arredaremoderno.com
https://buybutwhere.com/site/arredaremoderno.com


At the moment we have paid offer for our advertisers, in the
form of a fixed placement. Your store can be placed in the
first positions in the search results for all keywords
associated with your store. The number of places is always
limited. 

We can offer two options for fixed placement.
In the first option: You give us your specific keywords, which
we will place in our system. For one keyword we charge 1€.
Minimum 250 keywords. This package is one-time, but you
can connect it every month. Increase ROAS x 5.
Second option: We select the most relevant keywords for
the offer ourselves. There can be many keywords. It costs
500€ per month. Increase ROAS x 8.

This is only a paid and individual service. We can tell you
about the possibility of providing this service only after
reviewing and analyzing your application.



CPA NETWORKS CPC NETWORKS

PARTNERSHIP
We cooperate with advertisers through affiliate networks. And we use only the

tracking links that these networks provide us through their API. 

Example of our tracking link
https://buybutwhere.com/buy/in?store=bstn.com

https://buybutwhere.com/buy/in?store=bstn.com


At the core of our philosophy is a commitment to continuous
improvement. We understand that the digital landscape is ever-

evolving, and as such, we are dedicated to enhancing our services to
stay ahead of the curve. We regularly evaluate and refine our offerings
to incorporate the latest industry trends, technological advancements,

and customer feedback.

Step 1
We will continue to work on
integrating product feeds

from other affiliate networks.

Step 2
We will also expand the range
of services we provide based

on your requests and
feedback.

Step 3
We will be expanding our

partnership with other
affiliate networks.



Connect with us

aff_network@buybutwhere.com

1

2

3

4

After accepting our application, you do not need to do anything else. We will
take care of everything on our side. 

Please feel free to reach out to us if you have any questions or require further
information. We are available to discuss the details and address any
concerns you may have.

We look forward to a successful and continued partnership.

Mail is the main way to contact us so that everyone has equal access. We
receive a huge number of letters every day and respond to everyone in order.


